Institutional Community 2016 2017

Assessment report on land and housing in Honduras (UNHCR)

Identification of 292 abandoned properties through parish committees in coordination with CARITAS (exercise undertaken on 2017-18)

Training of teams from the 23 parishes mostly affected by forced displacement on identification and referral of displaced people and abandoned properties

Institutional Community 2017 2018

Exchange with Colombian Land Restitution authorities

Consultation workshops on tools and the local level (cadastre, legal and social with prioritized municipalities)

Second training workshop and consultation with local actors (50) for the design of the registry form to claim the protection of abandoned properties

MILE STONES towards the protection of abandoned LAND & HOUSING due to forced DISPLACEMENT in HONDURAS

Exchange with Colombian Land Restitution authorities

Activation of the Cadastral Committee of public entities

Training workshop for staff (50) of the four entities comprising the Committee, with the participation of international experts

MILE STONES 2018

Construction and validation of tools by the Cadastral Committee

Forum on Land Restitution for the exchange of best practices on the protection of abandoned properties, with the participation of international experts

Activation of the Cadastral Committee of public entities

Consultation workshops on tools and the local level (cadastre, legal and social with prioritized municipalities)

MILE STONES 2019

Pilot run of the module to register abandoned properties from the Unified Registry System (SURE), jointly with the Property Institute (IP)

Second training workshop and consultation with local actors (50) for the design of the registry form to claim the protection of abandoned properties

Roundtables to analyse emblematic cases on land conflicts (IP, SEDH, UNHCR - Cerrito Lindo case)

Pilot use of the registry form with local authorities
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